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The source of the Rose Lineage and origin can be traced back to the an-
cient celestial Rose of Sophia. The Celestial Rose, is the Cosmic Moth-
er of creation and from her sacred womb she birthed the Rose forma-
tion. Through sounds, light and sacred geometry the rose merged and 
travelled through the threefold flame of Love, wisdom and Power. Then 
embodied through the Star conscious of Sirius, the Pleiades and Venus. 
Seeding into Earth Mother upon 13 petals of our fore Rosemothers into 
Shambala and onto the lands of Lemuria. The 13 petals, (Rose Priestess) 
grounded into the crystalline grid and upon the earth in 13 sacred sites 
around Gaia. As the 13 Rose pillars anchored, an etheric Great Rose tem-
ple was formed to contain and safeguard the knowledge, wisdom and 
the way of Love. It is likened to the Akasha.

This inception created the foundation for the Garden of the Eden and 
encoded the lands with the teachings, methodologies and wisdom of 
truth, immorality, and sacred union of the Celestial Rose Sophia.

ANCIENT ROSE 
MOTHERS
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The Red Rose path is of the erotic and sensual womb Initiatrix. It is connectedP with the 
womb mysteries and red blood wisdoms of life. The Red Rose is the Holy Grail vessel 
that contains the rose wisdom codes and keys. This is the path of high tantric embodi-
ment and knowledge. It is the full descent and ascent into wholeness through healing. 
Her frequencies contain encoded transformative qualities that dissolve pain trauma and 
wounds .

The Red Rose speaks the language of the soul and the soul’s journey the ancient Rose 
Foremothers. Her rich deep red crimson velvety petals are life, death, renewal and rebirth 
in form, symbolic of the holy feminine cycles, rhythms and patters of Woman. She holds 
and emanates the colour of blood and shares the mysteries and patterns of the Womb’s 
Wisdom.

She is unconditional Love and holy passion in all forms including sensual and sexual 
embodiment , truth and  presence. Her spirit dwells in the sacred rivers of the Red dream-
scape. She is Woman in form. Guides through soft direct power, passion and ecstasy to 
know and love ‘Thy Self’.

Red Rose is the ancient eternal and timeless expression of LOVE .

THE RED ROSE
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The Wheel of the Year is a symbol of the eight Sabbats traced back to the 8 pointed star of Inanna. Sabbats are High 
Holy days or rest days and signify a sacred moment to align to Solar and Lunar Mysteries and significant energetic 
transition in nature and in the cosmos. Celtic and  Neo-Pagans followed this wheel  which includes four solar festivals 
(Winter Solstice, Spring Equinox, Summer Solstice, Fall Equinox) and four cross quarter points of seasonal festivals 
(celebrating or marking a significant seasonal change). 

The following are the 8 points on the wheel We will be meeting on the Solar alignments and celebrating the seasonal 
transitions through ceremony and ritual. 

Samhain (31 October)  Transition into winter in the northern hemisphere. The descents into the Otherworld. Hence, the 
veil between the worlds is thinner. The Crone Goddess reaches the peak of Her power.

Yule (20-25 December) At Yule, the Goddess has the aspect of an old and wise woman, the Crone. During the long night, 
She gives birth to the God. With the God’s birth, the sun comes back. Even though it is the longest night of the year, the 
light prevails.

Imbolc (1-2 February with the Moon) First stirrings of life. At Imbolc, the Goddess is purified from giving birth. She takes 
the aspect of the Mother, nourishing and gentle.

Ostara (20-23 March)  During the Spring Equinox, the Goddess becomes the Maiden, young and fertile. The God be-
comes a young man. The night and day are in balance: thus, the Goddess and God have equal power.

Beltane (30 April-1 May) May day. Mary (Merry)dancing. During the night of Beltane, the Goddess and God are joined 
together in the Sacred Marriage. With their union, dark and light are united like two faces of the same coin. All nature 
blossoms to celebrate this big event. The veil between the worlds becomes thinner, allowing the faeries and the spirits 
to join the celebration.

Litha (20-22 June) Summer Solstice in the Northern hemisohere. Exaltation of the Solar energies. Light. At Litha, the 
Goddess is pregnant with the God. At the same time, the God becomes older, and more mature. Even though He is at 
the peak of his glory, He knows that He will have to sacrifice Himself soon, for the sake of the harvest.

Lammas/ Lughnasadh  (1-3 August with the Moon) Lughnasadh marks the first harvest of the year, Abundance and the 
golden Sirun light codes. A moment of deep gratitude and full blossoming. 

Mabon (20-23 September).   We reach a second point of balance between the Goddess and the God, the night and the 
day. The Goddess becomes more powerful, and passes from Mother to Crone.

NATURES 
wheel of the year
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SOUL’S JOURNEY OF 
WOMAN.

“How a woman relates sexually “How a woman relates sexually 
in her l i fe  is  deeply connected to in her l i fe  is  deeply connected to 
her her 
groundedness,  her sense of groundedness,  her sense of 
self-  esteem and her abil ity to self-  esteem and her abil ity to 
receive and transmit  powers and receive and transmit  powers and 
energies of  transformation.” energies of  transformation.” 

Vicki  Noble
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Mary Magdalene is a deeply special being to me and has ignited a deep resonating passion 
for life by offering the gift of self-loving ‘thy self’. Anointing my body of light to become a ‘seer’ 
of my personal destiny.

I will share a fusion of threads that will introduce Mary Magdalene to you from a personal un-
derstanding, beliefs and my ongoing inner vision quest.  My main source of wisdom is direct 
experience, transmissions and inspiration with the Magdalene’s essence.

A vision quest, as the name suggests, is a great way to begin our journey. It means that this is 
a personal vision into the Magdalene Mysteries as a Temple Keeper. Each one of us will hold 
different truths dependent on our beliefs, programme and experiences. Therefore, all that is 
shared is to inspire and to ignite new levels of self-inquiry remembrance and embodiment 
upon your journey.

We can read books, receive teachings on the laws of Oneness and become ordained by the 
priestesses of Isis. All of these are divine ways to acknowledge and remember our divinity 
and souls’ path but the true way of the Magdalene is to initiate the Queendom of heaven 
from within. To Initiate oneself through reclamation, healing and wisdom on the foundation 
of Love.

This is an act of empowering our own becoming through the sacred touch of self-loving thy 
self.

I recommend the first step in connecting to the energies of Mary Magdalene is to go within 
and to connect directly to her force field, her consciousness through stillness and sacred 
intent.

MARY 
Magdalene 
Holy Grail

Mary Magdalene

‘Your tears hold the 
timeless emotions 
of your wholeness.”   
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ROSE LEGACY
Mary Magdalene is the ‘seer and embodiment of So-
phia.’ ’Guiding the birth of humanity through her gifts 
of the Rose medicine and the feminine way of Love.

Mary Magdalene is a talismanic name meaning The 
Initiator, Great Weaver and Portal Magician. Magda-
lene also has the meaning of the Tower,  the bridge 
and unifier of heaven and earth. It also symbolises the 
Great Magnificent Tower or exalted one. The one that 
can see through the eyes of the Goddess.

In essence, Mary Magdalene encompasses both the 
sacred portal of Woman within but also the gateway to 
the cosmic womb Mother. This is the Root of the Grail 
mysteries and holds the deep truth of life.

Mary is a Priestess title for a High Initiate of the Isis 
ministry, (Mer) meaning water, sacred ocean mother. 
The root of creation, the holder of mysteries of the 
Mother. M being an ancient Egyptian symbol for water 
priestess and the 13th letter in the alphabet.

Mary Magdalene is recognised as the Womb Wisdom 
Keeper of the spiritual feminine legacy and order of 
the Magdalene. Containing within her very body and 
essence are the immaculate codes of the Sacred Rose 
of unconditional Love and sacred union. Mary Magda-
lene is a Tantric high- Priestess of Isis and a wisdom 
key holder of an ancient dragon tribe of priestesses.

Mary Magdalene is said to be the embodiment of the 
Holy Grail and with her beloved counterpart Jeshua 
she fulfilled the prophecies of rebirth of Christ- Sophia 
Christ light upon the Earth.

Mary Magdalene journeyed the path of descent So-
phia’s celestial and earth intimate quest of the Sa-
cred Rose. The conscious and human journey home 
within is through the underworld of death, renewal 
and rebirth and into matter and primordial reclama-
tion. Fundamentally serving as a powerful embodied 
awakening of divine remembrance and reclamation of 
body and soul.

This is the journey that other Rose foremothers and 
Priestesses walked such as Inanna and Isis. Yet the 
specific path of Mary Magdalene is that which unites 
all the Rose Mothers for this current resurgence and 
return of the Divine Feminine.

It is said that Mary Magdalene has been called a Has-
monean Princess from the Jewish lineage of Sumer 
Iraq or Syria. Her family lived in exile in a village they 
ruled called Migdala, 3 miles north of Tiberius on the 
ocean from of the Galilee and near Nazareth, hence 
they were known as the Nazarenes which are the Es-
sence. The Essenes who were therapist and healers, 
one tribe who lived in Qumran, a plateau in the Ju-
dean Desert along the Dead Sea. They originated in 
Mesopotamia which has a stong link and to Egypt, Iran 
and Syria.
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MIRIAM

Babylon is the most famous city from ancient Mes-
opotamia whose ruins lie in modern day Iraq south-
west of Baghdad. The name means ‘Gate of God’ or 
‘Gate of the Gods’ and ‘Babylon’ coming from Greek. 
These kingdoms worshipped Ishtar Goddess who be-
came Isis in Egypt. The name Issa, Ishtar derives from 
Isis from the sacred stars of Venus and Sirus. Baby-
lon holds a deep rich history of the Rose line, Inanna 
Queen of Heaven and earth being the first Rose Mother 
in form.

There is also a story that Mary Magdalene is an Ethi-
opian Princess who came from Migdala, an ancient 
town in Ethiopia. It is said that Mary Magdalene and 
Jesus have both descendants of the Queen of Sheba 
linked to Ethiopia, and King Solomon. There are many 
connections between Ethiopian, Egypt and the Celtic 
lands.

Much of her early life, Miriam her birth name, its be-
lieved that she lived with love and reverence for her 
parents. It is said her Mother is the Eucharis of Mag-
dala and her father a king. Her brother Lazarus Lapis, 
(sacred Egyptian blue stone) is said to be the disciple 
Jesus and John the Baptist and sister Martha Bethany. 
It is likely that she came from a noble family as she was 
well connected and was sent to travel as a maiden to 
study to high levels mastery of Priestess hood.

Mystery schools are a symbolic representation of the 
Mother’s Womb.  The temples within the schools are a 
replica of the inner and outer sanctum and portal that 
directly  heighten consciousness.  These schools were 
over-lighted by the pure source of the divine cosmic 
mother and were established across the world so that 
Women (priestess) and men (Priests) could receive the 
secret teachings of the Rose. The Initiates were guid-
ed into higher levels of consciousness through sacred 
practice- es, higher studies, philosophy and deeper 
self-exploration of body and soul.

Mystery schools are re-emerging at this time as we are 
not only destined to remember and embody the tem-
ple within but they also hold the teachings, wisdom 
and keys to birth our evolution of humanity now.

The Path of the Sacred Womb Mystery School was 
specific to the Priestess and Temple keepers who 
could both embody and inner  vision and the visions 
of the Divine in service. 

As a Moon Priestess and Womb Shaman of Isis, Mary 
Magdalene practiced the art and mastery of womb 
reverence, alchemy and magic.  That she later merged  
and co-created with her beloved Jeshua in service.

Magdalene Manuscript
“Your heart is the scent that dwells in sacred space of Love”
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CELTIC 
LANDS

Mary Magdalene studied and initiated at the Temple of 
Isis, outside of Alexandria, Egypt where it is likely that 
she met Jeshua. Birthing together the way of Love.

Having chosen a specific destiny that radiated from 
within her, she was directly guided and taught by 
Mother Mary in a sacred circle of 13 priestesses, Moth-
er Mary being the 13th. The way of the Rose in the Isis 
tradition. She learned the cosmology of the Womb 
Mother, Mythology, Philosophy and Alchemy of the sa-
cred feminine. Specifically.

Mary Magdalene became a high initiate of the Holy 
Grail lineage which included womb and blood rites 
and the seven Sacred Marriage gateways to heaven.

NEW JOURNEY

Mary Magdalene landed in the South of France follow-
ing the Crucifixion and resurrection of Christ sharing 
the rose within the Cathar regions of France. She went 
by boat, along with her children including her daugh-
ter Sarah and Mother Mary, as well as other sisters and 
brothers of the Rose. St Marie de la Mer, is the place 
where the boat of the Mary’s initially arrived guided 
by Joseph of Arimathea a wealthy tin merchant who 
was in high regard in the Roman administration order 
and relative to the royal family of Mary Magdalene and 
Jeshua.

He was a great presence and was the guardian of the 
seas and Mary Magdalene and Jeshua. He sailed a 
fleet of boats for business and travel. Joseph of Ari-
mathea was also related in royal blood to the druids 
of the Celtic lands. Hence the Egyptian - Celtic con-
nections which has been seen in the Egyptian remains 
being found in the British Isles within Ireland and Scot-
land. All the sites are connected to Rose ley lines and 
crystalline grid that hold ancient lore and mystical tra-
ditions of the lands.

The church The Church of Saintes Maries-de-la-Mer 
features a statue of Saint Sara, the daughter of Jesus 
and Mary Magdalene in its crypt. It is said that it was 
built upon an Artemis temple. Mary then travelled to 
Rennes Les Bains and Sainte Baume staying with fam-
ily in the sacred lands. Magdalene is said to have re-
tired to the cave in Sainte-Baume (“Holy Cave”, in later 
years. 

She then travelled to the British Isles to share her 
teachings with the sacred Priestess on the Isle of Ava-
lon, Scotland and Cornwall. The sacred Queendoms 
and sacred circle, elemental and stones of destiny 
held deep knowledge to support the high teachings of 
and the Magdalene Flame.

Magdalene Manuscript
“Your heart is the scent that dwells in sacred space of Love”
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The story of Inanna’s journey into the Underworld is 
the first recorded story of the Rose lineage. Inanna de-
scended into the underworld through the seven gate-
ways to heaven. The same path later later walked by 
Isis and Mary Magdalene. 

The story goes, Inanna enters the darkness of the Un-
derworld and must strip away her adornments and 
clothing piece by piece. Inanna passed through the 
thresholds and into spiritual rebirth. Initiation after ini-
tiation meeting and embracing all of true herself. Inan-
na embraces her naked and vulnerable maiden, moth-
er and crone ultimately, she emerges from the dark 
and rises again as the Queen of Heaven and Earth.

Inanna is the ancient Sumerian goddess of love, sen-
suality, fertility, pro- creation, and also of strong force 
of truth and feminine power . She later became iden-
tified by the Akkadians and Assyrians as the goddess 
Ishtar, and further to the Greek Aphrodite, among 
many others. She was also seen as the bright star of 
the morning and evening, Venus and Queen of the 
Night. The Romans identified her both as Venus and 
the Queen of the Night representative of her path of 
descent. 

In myths she is the daughter of Enki, the god of wis-
dom, fresh water, magic and a number of other ele-
ments and aspects of life, while in others she appears 
as the daughter of Nanna, god of the moon and wis-
dom. As the daughter of Nanna, she was the twin sister 
of the sun god Utu/Shamash. Her power and provoca-
tion are almost always a defining characteristic in any 
of the tales told of her. Inanna was notably identified 
with Ishtar and Rose in prominence from the Sumeri-
an people to the Queen of Heaven and the most inte-
gral and powerful goddess in all of Mesopotamia and 
Assyrians under the name Ishtar.

Inanna was worshipped from ancient times as the sa-
cred embodiment of Venus, the Rose and the Queen 
of heaven and the daughter of the Moon Mother.

Venus is a deeply powerful consciousness emanating 
the Rose codes of Love, Beauty and pure source. Ve-
nus has very specific natural patterns and movements 
with the Earth over an eight-year cycle and path. In-
anna is associated with eh eight- pointed star of the 
heavens.  Symbolising  death, renewal, rebirth and life. 
The geometrical movement of the Venus as she orbits 
the earth is that of a five petalled Rose.

INANNA
ANCIENT ROSE QUEEN
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INANNA OF THE ROSE LINE

Every 584 days, the planet Venus trac-
es Inanna’s mythic journey in the skies 
over our Earth. Venus appears in our 
sky as a bright morning “star.” Overma-
ny weeks, Inanna the Ishtar and then 
Egyptian goddess Isis

Venus descends toward Earth and then 
disappearfrom view. Weeks later, Venus 
emerges from the dark Underworld. 
She has been transformed and is now a 
mature evening “star.”

The union of the Star and Rose wisdom 
perfectly formed the Star Flower Map. 
“That Magdalene Star Flower of Mary 
Magdalene”. Consisting of 13 petals and 
keys of creation.

Venus, Inanna, Aphrodite, Ishtar... there 
are many names for this sacred God-
dess, the Queen of Heaven and earth. 

Her roots are ancient and deep. And 
her wild wisdom flows through the 
Souls of all women. By any name she 
is one original 

The main entrance to the inner city of 
Babylon was called the Ishtar Gate. The 
portal was decorated with bright blue 
glazed bricks adorned with pictures of 
bulls, dragons and lions.

The Ishtar Gate gave way to the city’s 
great Processional Way, a half-mile 
decorated corridor used in religious 
ritual to celebrate the New Year. In an-
cient Babylon, the new year started 
with the spring equinox and marked 
the beginning of the agricultural sea-
son on the natures wheel of the year.

Inanna
“My vulva, the horn,
The Boat of Heaven,
Is full of eagerness like the young 
moon.
My untilled land lies fallow.”

Red Rich Path of Love The Ancient Womb 
Way
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MAGDALENE- STAR MAGDALENE- STAR 
FLOWER MAPFLOWER MAP

In essence, the map is a constellation & Al-
chemical Journey of embodied women’s 
wisdoms. Made up of a series of 13 magical 
wisdom gateways & keys, comprising of cer-
emony & magic, creational mythology, rites, 
rituals and Initiations. Awakening the sacred 
portal of the Womb.

Held within a comprehensive container of 
systemic methodologies, practical tantric 
studies, ancient star knowledge and earth-
based teachings, of the Rose lineage.

Throughout the year’s path you will receive 6 
Lunar Rites and 6 Magdalene Temple Initia-
tions of the Rose. The 13th and final Temple, 
Embodying the vision, initiates will receive 
the Magdalene seal of Honour. The Map in-
corporates the 5 petals of the Venus Rose and 
the 8-pointed star of Inanna.

Each of the 13 petals of the map have a spe-
cific glyph that correlate to the specific Rose 
teaching and medicine be received, integrat-
ed and remembered.
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RED ROSE 
GLYPH



The Red Rose Glyph holds the wisdom keys to the teachings and 
transformative powers of the Red Rose and the Red Rose path. The 
Essence of the Glyph is held with the Venus Rose sacred geometrical 
formation. 

The Glyph will guided and enhance embodiment,  incarnation and 
will awaken our deep body connection through the womb, blood 
and cycles of our being.

The Glyph is to be used with soft presence to  harness its ancient 
power.

The glyph is an awakener as well as a symbol of the Rose in all her 
beauty, softness and power.

Ritual Full Moon Ceremony~

Lughnasadh/Lammas is a high holy day and a turning of the wheel. 
Celebrated from the 1st August to the 3rd. A Sabbat, Holy Day, means 
a day of rest/stillness and can be traced back to the ancient times 
of the Moon Priestess. The Sabbat symbolised the day or rest within 
the 3 days of full bleeding in the Moon cycle.

On the Full Moon you are being invited to integrate the 1st Red Rose 
glyph into your Full Moon Rose Ceremony. To celebrate the abun-
dance and the codes of Sirius being transmitted through the Lions 
Rose Gateway 8.8. 2020.

RED ROSE GLYPH AND 
SACRED GEOMETRY
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• Get yourself a dedicated Magdalene Temple Keepers journal to write all 
the poignant experiences, dreams, invocations, visions and messages. 
When you are bleeding try writing in red ink.

• Find a sacred piece of cloth or a bag that will be you medicine bag. This 
can change over the course of the year but begin with a meaningful item. 
Allow it to come to you. 

• Take some time to commune with a Rose. Consciously connect with its 
spirit and write, channel or paint your experience.

• Draw or paint a womb/yoni space and share in the Rose Portal if you feel 
called. Place it on your altar. 

• How do you feel the Magdalene Legacy has affected the world?

• When you tune into your heart how does Mary Magdalene appear to you?

• Begin to map your moon cycle using the Moon Map provided. This can 
be used for those not bleeding to track and map your inner cycles and 
patterns. 

• As you use the Moon map you will become more aware of the Moon and 
her phases. 

• Please document all you experience and share in the Rose Portal. 

RED ROSE 
VISION QUEST
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